Vehicle Management
Wherever your business goes Fleet Freedom® can help you find it!

Fleet Freedom® is a first-of-its-kind, web-based location and fleet management application. Our clients
use this service to see real-time location of assets and run historical summary reports on behaviours,
actions and exceptions. Clients can customize reports and notifications to track geo-zone based events
and driver behaviours such as speeding and idle time.

Tracking your Fleet of Vehicles is a Breeze with the Fleet Freedom® Application
Fleet Inventory Vehicles, equipment, and assets are added into Fleet Freedom® to help you manage
your Mobile Resources. Make, model, year, VIN, license plate, job function and notes are provided to
help better manage your fleet. Live location and asset location history reports are provided for effective
dispatch, vehicle utilization reports and maintenance.
Custom Reports Our reports are fully customizable. Build your reports to track utilization and
maintenance data for vehicles and assets, or review employee productivity data and driver behaviour
reports, all in the comfort of the Fleet Freedom® portal. In addition, you can now run punch clock and
payroll reports from Fleet Freedom®.
Compatibility Fleet Freedom® is compatible with many of the industry’s most popular GPS modems
and mobile devices.
Knowledge Vehicle tracking gives you access to see your vehicle’s current speed, engine idle state,
location, address, heading, GPS odometer and geo-zone status. Fully compatible with CANBUS via OBDII
and JBUS, Fleet Freedom® can also display fuel economy, fault codes, Engine RPM’s and a number of
other standard engine protocols.
Policies Fleet Freedom® can assist your company in enforcing your policies by quickly identifying vehicle
exceptions like excessive speeding, idling, or geo-zone lingering

Vehicle Advantages & Benefits:
Increase profitability while reducing overhead costs
Reduce fuel and maintenance costs
Increase employee efficiency
Increase employee safety
Effective dispatching and scheduling
Increase billing accuracy
Improve communication and customer satisfaction
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